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Abstract

Parallel programming promises improved processing speeds for

hydrocodes, magnetohydrocodes, multiphase flow codes, thermal-hydraulics

codes, wavecodes and other continuum dynamics codes. This paper

presents the results of some investigations of parallel algorithms on

three parallel processors: the CRAY X-MP, ELSXI and the HEP computers.

»1 Introduction and Background

We report the results of investigations of parallel algorithms for

computational continuum dynamics. These programs (hydrocodes,

wavecodes, etc.) produce simulations of the solutions to problems

arising in the motion of continua: solid dynamics, liquid dynamics, gas

dynamics, plasma dynamics, multiphase flow dynamics, thermal-hydraulic

dynamics and multimaterial flow dynamics.

This report restricts its scope to one-dimensional algorithms such

as the von Neumann-Richtmyer (1950) scheme; we focus on this scheme

because it is the basis for many of the hydrocodes and wavecodes in the

national laboratories. For example, WONDY, TOODY, CHARTD, CSQ at Sandia

National Laboratories, HEMP at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories,

PUFF at Air Force Weapons Laboratories, etc. See Herrmann and Hicks

(1973) for further details and references for the continuum dynamics

codes mentioned above.

A longer version of this paper with much more detail may be found

in the forthcoming KMS Fusion Report by McGrath, Liebrock & Hicks

( 1986 ) .
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S2 Notation and Nomenclature

Let t be the teaporal coordinate, X be the Lagrangean (material

reference frame) coordinate and JJ be the Lagrangean mass coordinate,

i.e., dfj - pQ(X)dX where pQ is the initial mass density. Let x be the

motion function and x(^r,t) be the Eulerian (spatial reference frame)

coordinate of the material point labeled /u at time t. The specific

momentum is denoted by u and defined by u = dx/dt. The specific volume

is denoted by V and defined by V = dx/a^. Taking time derivatives of

both sides of this equation yields dV/dt = du/dfj an expression of the

conservation of volume law in the current context (one-dimensional

Lagrange&n hydrodynamics). The mass density, p, is the reciprocal of

the specific volume. Let p be pressure and q be viscous stress then

du/dt = -a (p+q)/<&£? is aa expression of the conservation of momentum law

in this context. The specific (total) energy, K, is partitioned into

the specific and internal energy, e, and the specific kinetic energy,

2 2

u /2, i.e., E = e + u /2. The equation dE/dt = -du(p+q)/a/J is an

expression of the conservation of energy law in the current context (we

neglect thermal conduction in the first series of test problems). Our
2

first test problem has the linear pV law, P(V) = pQ-a0(V-V0) where pQ, V

and a- are constants; a is the acoustic impedance a = cp where c is the

isentropic sowadsp©<sdl.> For a we have the thermodynamic identity
2

a = - 6p( V, s }/<5V where s is the specific entropy. The linear pV law

has various interpretations; e.g. it may be thought of as an expression

of Hooke's law in the current context. Or, it may be thought of as a

tangential approximation to some mechanical law, p = P(V). The linear
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pV law is very staple compared to seme of the material laws encountered

in applications. Even so, it provides test problems useful in several

ways: accuracy tests, performance evaluation, benchmarking, etc.

The classic discretization scheme for the one-dimensional,

single-phase Lagrangean expression of the conservation laws is von

N'eumann-Richtmyer (1950). Before presenting the von Neumann-Richtrayer

scheme it is convenient to introduce some discrete notation.

Lot the material interval of interest be [fj. ,/J ] and the temporal

interval of interest be [t , t ]. Assume these intervals are discretized

into

and

. i 4.0 . .n , . n+1 . x.i.N , f
t = t < . . . t < t < » » . < t = t .

Let f . be the discrete approximation to the continuum solution

evaluated at (fj . , t ), i.e.,

»n „. . n.
f . « f (fj . ,t ) .

Let

' - f - f
•j + 1/2 j-f-1 j

_ fn+l/2 _ fn-l/2

.^n-f-1/2 ,n-i-l -n
A I - t - I

and
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.n+l/2 = f n ) / 2 >

Using the foregoing notation the von Neumann-Richtmyer (1950)

viscosity may be written

.n-1/2, n-1/2n-1/2
qj+l/2

where /i. . ,„ > 0 and may depend on a, p, A.u, etc. The discretization

of the volume and momentum laws may be written:

n-s-1/2 n-1/2
U . = U .
J J

yn+l
j + 1/2

..n
A t

n

A.fJ. A,

....n+1/2 J.u
n+1/2

03 Test ProbleiMS aad Operatioia Count©

Herein we restrict our scope to test problems involving mechanical

equations of state.

Several points about material lawa should be made:

° different material laws can cause very wide variations in the

computation time;

° material laws encountered in practical applications usually do not

lend themselves to easily vectorizable calculations;

° it is not uaufguffil 9 in certain applications, for 7535 or more of the

computation time to be spent in material law calculations. It has been

observed that the foregoing points suggest perhaps that fine granularity

MIMD architectures may have an advantage over SIMD architectures on
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material law intensive calculations. On the other hand finer

granularity seems tc lead to higher relative overhead which can cause

severe limits to the growth of parallel architectures.

We recommend that the linear pV law be used in the first series of

test problems. The reason for the recommendation is that if the CFL

number is set to unity, if the zoning is uniform and if the viscosity

coefficient is set to zero then the von Neumann-Richtmyer (1950) scheme

has the CFL1 property (see Hicks and Madsen (1976)). This means that

the discrete scheme produces the exact solution to the continuum

problem. Thus for this case we know exactly what numbers the computer

should be producing. A rare event, indeed, for a hydrocode! This makes

test problems based on the linear pV law very nice for debugging

purposes. This is particularly important for testing new parallel

processors with new parallel languages where we may be very uncertain of

the correctness of a program.

The first teat problem involves a closed pipe divided initially

into two states: the left state is at two atmospheres and the right

state is at one atmosphere. Therefore a shock wave moves to the right

and a relief (or rarefaction) wave moves to the left. The waves

continue, undissipated (when the viscosity is turned off), to traverse

the pipe, bounce off the ends, interact, retraverse the pipe, etc. In

the case of the linear pV law we know exactly the solution that the code

should be producing all the while. In test problem number one we use

the linear pV law. For this material law the stability constraint is
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where

ao ao*o

See Hicks (1978) for the stability analysis.

Lets introduce some notation for operation counts: let N be the

number of ± operations; let N4 be the number of * operations; let N be
• T

the number of * operations

For test problem number one the operation counts per cycle sum up

to N+ = 9SNZONES - 4, N$ = 4«NZONES - 1, N, = 2*NZONES - 1.

Therefore, the number of flops (floating point operations) per

cycle is on the order of 15&NZONES for test problem number one. Another

way of 3aying this is that for test problea number one the computational

effort is on the order of 15 flops per zone-cycle.
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B4 The Algorithse

Q4.0 Introductory Comments

We have tested several different algorithms for simple,

single-phase, one-dimensionals explicit, Lagrangean hydrodynamics. We

have also tested implicit and Eulerian algorithms and these results will

be presented in future reports. The programs we shall discuss here are

labeled WUNDEE1, 2, 3,... In the interests of brevity we shall only

present timing data on WUNDEK3, 7, 11 and 12.

WUNDHE3 is yet another serial program. It has a subroutine

structure similar to WUNDEE2 but differs in that the J loops are inside

the subroutines VISC, MOM, VOL and PRESS in WUNDEE3 rather than outside

the subroutines as they are in WUNDEE2» Therefore, WUNDEE3 follows more

closely the modern concept of modular programming than does WUNDEE2

which in turn is much more modular than WUNDEE1. In other words,

WUNDEE1, 2, 3 are ordered by increasing modularity. WUNDEE1 is a

"demodularized" (or "desubroutineized") version of WUNDEE3.

Of the three programs WUNDEE1P 2, 3 apparently the easiest for

vectorizing compiler to vectorize is WUNDEE3. This needs some

qualification: as we have pointed out before, the material laws

encountered ia practical applications are, in general, not easily

vectorizable, if mt all» and in realistic applications the material law

evaluations almost always consume more that 50% of the computational

t ime .

WUNDEE5 is a parallel program with block-by-block parallelism. By
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a "block" we mean a set of contiguous zones. The zone index in each

block runs from JSTRT to JFINS. For example if the total number of

zones is 21 (=NZONES) and we have three(3) blocks then the following

little table illustrates the situation where IBLK is the index of the

block and runs from 1 to NBLK(=3 in this case).

IBLK

1

2

3

JSTRT

1

8

15

JFINS

7

14

21

WUNDEE5 has a subroutine structure similar to WUNDEE3; however, WUNDEE5

is not just a parallelized version of WUNDEE3. There are differences

such as: WUNDEE5 is passing parameters through subroutine arguments and

WUNDEE3 is free of subroutine arguments; WUNDEE5 flip-flops between

"new" and "old" arrays and WUNDEE3 does not.

The forking is on IBLK (= 1, NBLKS) and in the interior of each of

the subroutines VISC, MOM, VOL and PRESS the J loop goes from JSTRT to

JFINS. On odd cycles the call with arguments VOL(VHNEW, VH, U) is made

and on even cycles the call is made with arguments VOL(VH, VHNEW, UNEW)

and similarly for the other subroutines: VISC, MOM and PRESS. These

flip-flop data structures take about twice as much storage but can be

used to get parallelism easier because there is not so much worry about

where an array is in time with respect to the updating.

Block-by-block parallelization allows for less processors (or
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processes) than zones. For maximum efficiency the job loads should be

balanced. That is, the number of zones per block should be the same.

This means that the total number of zones should be a multiple of the

number of processes (or processors) available. In general, the larger

the size of the block, the smaller the relative overhead; this leads to

larger speedup factors and better efficiency factors.

WUNDEE7 is an "argument-free" version of WUNDEE5. Subroutines that

pass arguments tend to take more setup time and thus increase the

overhead. They also tend to require more storage.

The three algorithms compared for the ELXSI-ten-CPU computer at

Sandia National Laboratories in Albuquerque all have the same basic

structure as WUNDEE7 with the exception that there are no flip-flop data

structures.

14.2 ELXSI Algorithms

WUNDEE9 is a noncacheable multitasking code.

The intrinsics in FIGURE 4.2.1 illustrate the two most important

differences between programming on the HEP and on the ELXSI. First, the

ELXSI memory is by default local and must be explicitly shared to be

global to all processes (this is done in Main by CALL MT$SHAREMEMORY) .

Second, tasks or processes are set up once in the main program then

simply restarted when needed until the end of the program when they are

destroyed. On the other hand, on the HEP, WUNDEE7 creates copies of

subroutine pointers and those processes are destroyed at the end of each

cycle when the subroutines hit the return statement; they must be

recreated every cycle. This procedure of keeping subroutines alive we
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refer to as the "immortal subroutine procedure"; it can considerably

reduce overhead on runs which go for many cycles.

MAIN

CALL MT3SHAREMEMORY(...NONCHACHEABLE)
NUMTASKS = NUMCPUS - 1
CALL MT$SETUFTA3KS<NUMTASKS)

CALL MTSDESTROYTASKS
END
SUBROUTINE WUNDY9

DO 50 J=l, NUMTASKS
JST = MTtSTAETTASK( . ..VISC. . )

50 IF(JST .NE. 0) CALL $ERRORMSG
CALL VISC
DO 60 J=l, NUMTASKS

60 CALL MT$WAITONTASK(...J)

RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VISC

INDEX = WHATTASKAMI

»
RETURN
END

FIGURE 4.2.1 WUNDEE9 Program Fragment

WUNDEE10 is a cacheable version of WUNDEE9. The only differences

are: (1) the MTSSHAREMEMORY command specifies CACHEABLE instead of
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NONCACHEABLE; (2) in each of the subroutines VISC, MOM, PRESS and VOL

the first and last executable lines must be: CALL MT$FLUSHMEMORY(...).

WUNDEE11 is similar to WUNDEE10 except that short arrays are used

to pass boundary values between processes. This eliminates the need to

share the entire arrays of values in the interior of the blocks.

Ideally, the architecture would have a large enough cache memory (or

local memory) that each processor could store its own block of zones in

its own, private memory. Then the only messages that would need to be

passed along the bu3 would involve boundary value data. WUNDEE11 shares

much less memory; this greatly reduces the amount of time needed to

execute the MT$SHAREMEMORY. However, it must explicitly update the

arrays at the appropriate times as shown in FIGURE 4.2.2.

SUBROUTINE VISC

INDEX = MT$WHATTASKAMI<) + 1

U(1) = UBOUNDARY(INDEX)

QBOUNDARY(INDEX) = Q(1)

RETURN
END

FIGURE 4.2.2 An Example of WUNDEEll's Explicit Memory Sharing.

Note that the code in FIGURE 4.2.2 will only work properly on a machine

that does two things: (1) It must assign a task number at setup time and

never change that number; (2) It keeps a particular area of memory
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local to each task so that even though some variable is in common it is

local to the task unless it is shareable though the MTSSHAREMEMORY

statement. The difficulty in output handling with parallel processes

and local memory is eliminated on the ELXSI by allowing output

sequentially by task number.

54.3 CRAY Algorithms

The CRAY algorithm WUNDEE12, is very similar {mutatis mutandis re

the different names for parallel programming extensions) to WUNDEE9 (see

FIGURE 4.2.1).

t5 The Architectures and Languages

5 5.0 Introductory Remarks

All three of the parallel processors considered here implement

their parallel programming capabilities by extending FORTRAN77 in

various ways. It would make it easier on the programmers and the users

if they all used the same extensions. However, everyone seems to be

riding off in different directions. Ideally, we would have a

universally accepted set of extensions to FORTRAN for parallel

programming. It would have a structure similar to the well-known

LINPACK/BLAS structure. That is, it would have a set of portable

FORTRAN callable subroutines collectively named, say, PARAPACK (PARAllel

programming PACKage) which would be built on the foundation of basic

parallel programming structures collectively named, say, PLAS (Parallel

LAnguage Subroutines) which would contain (and hide) the necessary

"tailoring" to the individual machine's architecture. Thus the

PARAPACK/PLAS structure would parallel the LINPACK/BLAS structure.
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*5.1.1 HEP Architecture

See Kowalik (1985) for HEP architecture discussions.

^5.1.2 Hep Languages

See Kowalik (1985) for HEP language discussions.

15.2.1 ELXSI Architecure

The Gigabua (ELXSI trademark) is the basic feature of the ELXSI

architecture. All CPU's communicate with each other through the

Gigabus. This is a process oriented and message based architecture.

The SNL4 ELXSI has ten (10) CPU's connected by the Gigabus. The cycle

time of the Gigabus is 25 ns; it is 64 bits wide; it has a transfer rate

of 160-213 megabytes/second. Each CPU is of microprogrammed general

purpose type; LSI/ECL logic; 64 bit wordlength; 50 ns cycle time; 16

sets of general purpose and internal registers; 16 kbyte, lOOna access

cache; 4 gigabyte address space. The ELXSI memory system is 64 kbit MOS

with error detection/correction; 4 Mbytes minimum size; 192 Mbytes

maximum size; cycle 400ns. This information was extracted from the

ELXSI System 6400 System Architecture manual (Oct. 1983, Order no. 9550)

which see for further information.

% 5.2.2 ELXSI Language

There are two modes of runtime synchronization/control of child

process execution: loose or tight.

Loose control means that you post your desire to execute and go to

sleep if the semaphored area is being used. The intrinsics for the

loose control of parallel processes are:

° MTSWAITONSEMAPHORE - Put yourself on the list for semaphore, show
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number waiting;

9 MTSSIGNALSEMAPHORE - Decrement count semaphore, and wake the first

process on the list.

Tight control means that you post your desire to execute and wait

in an active (spinning) loop until the memory area being protected is

released by the other running child. The intrinsics for the tight

control of serially-dependent process within a parallel environment are:

° MTSLOCK - Wait in spin loop until the other lock is unlocked, then

lock it;

« MTSUNLOCK - Unlock the specified spin-lock.

45.3.1 X-MP Architecture

The X-MP/4 has 4 CPUs with an optional Solid-State Storage Device

(SSD). Each CPU has a 9.5ns clock period; 105 million floating-point

adds (or multiplies) per second; 105 million half-precision

floating-point divides per second; 33 million full-precision

floating-point divides per second; simultaneous floating-point addition,

muitiplicaiton, and reciprocal approximation within each CPU. The X-MP

model 48 has 8 million 64-bit words in Central Memory. (We are

occasionally somewhat sloppy in our nomenclature: the correct

nomenclature according to the CRAY literature is "CRAY X-MP/48".) The

memory bank cycle time is 38ns and the model 48 has 64 banks.

§5.3.2 X-MP Language

The reader may refer to the CRAY manual Multitiasking User Guide

(SN'-0222, 1984).
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$6 Computational Experiments: Data

46.0 Introductory Remarks

We shall present data from runs on the HEP at Los Alamos National

Laboratory in Los Alamos, the ELXSI at Sandia National Laboratories in

/••buquerque and the CRAY X-MP/4 at CRAY Research Inc. in Mendota.

16.1 HEP Data

The following data was gathered from computational experiments on

the one PEM HEP at LANL. The times recorded are all "Elapsed Time"

(E.T.) or "wall clock" time rather then "CPU time" because these are the

only timing numbers available to us. Unless it is specifically

indicated that the job was run on a dedicated machine it is to be

understood that the data was gathered from runs on a machine that was

possibly being time shared with other programs.

TABLE 6.3
WUNDEE3 TIMING DATA(V1.0 Compiler)

NPROCS

1

NZONES

8400

NCYCLES

1000

E.T.

847.3

DATE

29 Julr 1984

TABLE 6.7
WUNDEE7 TIMING DATA(V1.0 Compiler)

NPROCS

14
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
12

NZONES

8400
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200
4200

NCYCLES

50,000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

E.T.

5101.1
464.5
232.8
155.7
118.2
95.4
80.8
70.5
62.5
56.8
52.3

23
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

DATE

July 1984
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
1984
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14
15
20
21

4200
4200
4200
4200

1000
1000
1000
1000

52
52
52

52.

.0

. 1

.3
45

1
1
1
1

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

1984
1984
1984
1984

%6.2 ELXSI Data

We now present the ELXSI-Ten-CPU data gathered on the SNLA machine.

All of the timings presented here were done on double precision

calculations. N is the number of processes and N is the number of
P c

processors (or CPUs). We present both elapsed time and CPU time as this

is available on the ELXSI.

Table 6.2.2 presents data on WUNDEE3 gathered in the dedicated

mode.

TABLE 6.2.2
WUNDEE3 TIMING DATA(DEDICATED)

VNc
1/10

NZONES

100,000

NCYCLES

1000

E.T.

2057.2

C.P.U.

2024.

T.

8 24

DATE

July 1985

Table 6.11 presents data gathered on WUNDEE11 in dedicated batch

mode.

TABLE 6.11
WUNDEEH TIMING DATA( DEDICATED)

Np/Nc

10/10
4/10
5/10
6/10
7/10
8/10
9/10

NZONES

100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000

NCYCLES

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

E.T.

222.65
526.78
424.74
356.20
308.55
273.29
247.69

C.P.U.T.

209.5804
509.4729
409.1137
342.0501
294.4266
N/A
N/A

21
24
24
24
24
24
24

DATE

July
July
July
July
July
July
July

1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
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%6.3 CRAY X-MP Data

We now present the CRAY X-MP/43 data gathered on the CRAY Research,

Inc. machine at Mendota. In these tables N is the number of processes

and N_, is the number of processors (or CPUs). We present both elapsed

time and CPU time as this is available on the X-MP.

Table 6.3.1 presents data on WUNDEE3 gathered in the dedicated

mode.

TABLE 6.3.1
WUNDSE3 TIMING DATA(DEDICATED)

C.P.U.T.Np/Nc

1/4
1/4

NZONES

100
200

,000
,000

NCYCLES

1000
1000

E

13
32

.T.

.G83

.152
18.05926
32.10159

DATE

15 July 1985
15 July 1995

In Table 6.3.2 we present the data, on WUNDEE12 which is the

parallel version of WUNDEE3 for the X-MP/4. The column labelled

T.CPU.T. is the Total CPU Time, i.e., the sum of the CPU times of the 2

or 3 or 4 processes.

Np/Nc

2/4
3/4
4/4
2/4
3/4
4/4

TABLE 6.3.5I
WUNDEE3 TIMING DATA(DEDICATED)

NZONES

100,000
100,000
100,000
200,000
200,000
200,000

NCYCLES

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

E.T.

8.3744
5.8927
4.7762
16.424
11.254
8.8237

T.CPU.T.

16.57750
17.17698
18.41740
32.78266
33.35482
34.46898

15
15
15
15
15
15

DATE

July
July
July
July
July
July

1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
1985
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17 Computational Experiments: Discussion

17.1 HEP Data Discussion

The maximum computing rate number recorded on WUNDEE3/V1.0 was

10~6 * 8400 * 1000 / 847.3 = 0.010 MZC/sec

(MZC/sec is read "Mega Zone-Cycies per second).

WUNDEE7: Consider the sequence of calculations with 4200 zones,

10C0 cycles and the number of processes, p, running from 1 through 21

with the constraint that p be a divisor of 4200. That is, p=l-8, 10,

12, 14, 15, 20, 21; this constraint allows a balanced job load. In this

experiment, T(l) = 464.5 seconds and T(p) decreases monotonely as p

increases to p=14 where a minimum, T(14)=52.0, is reached; the T(p)

increases monotonely as p increases for p > 14. Ncte that the speedup

factor between one and fourteen processors is

Sp(14) £ 464.5 / 52.0 ± 8.93

where Sp(p) = T(l)/T(p).

It might seem strange getting speedup factors in excess of eight

when there are only eight segments in the HEP pipeline. However, we

essentially have a "virtual pipeline" with about nine segments in this

calculation. That is, there are eight calculational segments in the

hardware pipeline but there is also a store/fetch segment of the

calculation in the virtual pipeline. Thus the virtual pipeline

apparently has approximately nine segments. Therefore, when the virtual

pipeline is filled up, we have the chance at speedup factors approaching

nine provided, of course, that the overhead associated with parallel

processing doesn't get too large. Fourteen processes is the balance
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point where the increasing fullness of the pipe versus the increasing

parallel processing overhead causes the minimum computational time to be

achieved.

Linearly scaling 8400 zones, 5000 cycles to 4200, 1000 cycles on

WUNDEE1/OV1.3 yields T = 213.5 seconds (OV1.3 was the Optimizing
OS

compiler Version 1.3). It does not seem appropriate to use a T (Time

of the Original Serial algorithm) based on another compiler. That is,

since T(p) was computed from code compiled on the VI.0 compiler it would

seem more appropriate to use the T associated with WUNDEE1/V1.0 rather

than the T associated with WUNDEE1/OV1.3. Similar arguments could
OS

also be made that it might be more appropriate to use the serial times

associated with WUNDEE3/V1.0 since the structure of WUNDEE3 is nearer to

that of WUNBEE7. That is, WUNDEE3 and WUNDEE7 have the typical modular

("subroutineized") structure of modern computer programs whereas WUNDEE1

is essentially a "demodularized" (or "desubroutineized") version of

WUNDEE3.

Linearly scaling the least time associated with 8400 zones, 1000

cycles down to 4200 zones, 1000 cycles yields T = 423.8* seconds for

WUNDEE3/V1 .0. Using this last number we get

T / T(1) = .91

and therefore

Sf(14) i .91 * Sp(14) =8.15

is the speedup factor (with 14 processes) based on the original serial

computational time of WUNDEE3/V1.0 where Sf(p) s T /T(p). As is

pointed out in section four, WUNDEE7 is not just a parallelized version
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of WUNDEE3. That is, there are other differences and we suspect that

those other differences account for a significant amount of the 9%

difference between T from WUNDEE3 and T(l) from WUNDEE7.
OS

One last observation on the WUNDEE7 data. Note that the 8400 zone

50,000 cycle calculation which took 5101.1 seconds yields an

MZC/second number of approximately

10~6 * 8400 * 50,000 / 5101.1 = 0.0823 MZC/sec .

Relative to the serial code WUNDEE3/V1.0 we have 0.823/ 0.01 = 8.23 = Sf

when we measure the speedup factor this way.

Observe that the 0.0823 MZC/sec r..e converts through the factor of

15 flops/ zone-cycle to approximately 1.24 Megaflops per second.

17.2 ELXSI Daia Discussion

From Table 6*2.1 we see that the original serial code (WUNDEE3)

running on a single ELXSI CPU had a MZC/sec number of about

100/2057.176 = 0.049 MZC/sec.

Next lets turn to the WUNDEE11 data. From Table 6.11 we see that

the largest computing rate occurs with ten CPUs and is approximately

100/222.6474 = .449 MZC/sec.

Taking the ratio of the largest value of the MZC/sec of WUNDEE11

with 10 CPUs to WUNDEE3 with one CPU yields a speedup factor of about

Sf(10) = .449/.049 = 9.2.

The maximum rate of .449 MZC/sec through the conversion factor of

15 flops per zone-cycle yields approximately 6.7 Megaflops per second.

47.3 CRAY X-MP/4 Data Discussion
Observe from Table 6.3.1 that the serial code (WUNDEE3) had an.
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MZC/sec rate of approximately

200/32.2 =6.2 MZC/sec.

Observe from Table 6.3.2 that the 4 CPU calculation on WUNDEE12 had

an MZC/sec rate of about

200/8.823744 = 22.67 MZC/sec.

This yields a speedup factor of approximately

Sf(4) i 22.67/6.2 £ 3.6

out of four.

The maximum MZC/sec rate converts through the 15 flops/zone-cycle

factor to approximately 341 Megaflops per second.

a8 Conclusion

Trying to compare these thrse machines reminds us of the proverbial

"apples and oranges". However, we can make some rather simple-minded

comparisons. They should be take cum grano sails, of course.

First, consider "brute force" or "raw-number-crunching-power"

measures in terms of MZC/sec. Taking the maximum MZC/sec rates achieved

and using the HE? as one unit of computing power the HEP/1 : ELXSI/10

: X-MP/4 ratios are approximately 1 : 6 : 276. Thus in raw computing

power the X-MP/4 is by far the leader, of course.

We could also compare speedup factors on four processors/processes.

The HEP got a rate of about

8.4/847.3 = 0.010 MZC/sec

in its original serial algorithm (WUNDEE3) and got a maximum rate of

approximately

4.2/118.2 = 0.036 MZC/sec
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for four processes. The speed-up factor for the HEP is therefore about

Sf(4) = 3.6

out of four when measured this way. On the other hand note that

Sp(4> = 464.5/118.2 = 3.9

from Table 6.7.

The ELXSI got a rate of approximately

100/2057.176 = 0.0486 MZC/3ec

in its original serial algorithm and got a maximum rate of around

100/526.776 = 0.1898 MZC/sec

for four processors. The speed-up factor for the ELXSI is therefore

about

Sf(4) i 3.9

out of four when measured this way.

The X-MP/4 got a rate of approximately

200/32.15228 £ 6.22 MZC/sec

in its original serial algorithm and got a maximum rate of around

200/8.823744 = 22.67 MZC/sec

for four processors. The speed-up factor for the X-MP/4 is therefore

about

Sf(4) = 3.6

out of four when measured this way.

We leave it to the reader to decide who wins the speedup factor

contest. We think that the main lessons to be learned here are:

different conclusions can be reached by different definitions of speedup

factors; numerical experiments on parallel processors must be very
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carefully designed if crisp decisions are desired,
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